1. Product List 2018/2019

**Loose slate**

Loose slate products are acquired directly from the quarry. This technique is based on the initial “screening out” of the product in order to remove any unwanted material. Loose slate products are not sorted by hand therefore they keep their original structure.

The assortment includes:
- fine loose slate
- medium loose slate
- slate chippings
- blocks/slabs
- garden stairs
- fencing stone
1a. Fine loose slate

Fine loose slate comes in two formats: blocks and slates. This product is sold only in a loose form and it is designated for further processing.

Dimensions: 15x15cm – 30x30cm  
Thickness: max. 15cm  
Average weight of each stone: max. 20kg

- Landscape architecture
- Rockery
- Retaining walls
- ... and much more
1b. Medium loose slate

These are initially sorted slabs and blocks with various irregular dimensions and irregular edges. This type of stone mainly occurs in the form of blocks and it is designated for further processing. Dimensions: 30x30cm – 100x50cm
Thickness: max. 25cm
Average weight of each stone: max. 400kg

This product is sold only in loose form.

- Landscape architecture
- Rockery
- Waterfalls
- Cascades
1c. Slate chippings

Slate chippings can be used for decoration purposes in landscape architecture. This product is perfect for filling gabion garden baskets. The characteristics and appearance of slate chippings may become an inspiration for creating fascinating landscaping projects, which – apart from plants – also include functional and aesthetic garden stone.

Slate chippings come in the following sizes:
- 20-40mm
- 30-63mm
- 40-200mm

Slate chippings are offered in bulk as well as in non-returnable “Big Bags”.
1d. Slabs and blocks

Our slabs are carefully selected and they characterise in irregular edges and shapes. Every slab or block offered by our quarry is unique. These stones are available in various sizes thus can be used for various projects. For instance:

- Rockery
- Paths
- Water cascades
- Table tops
1e. Garden stairs

In order to create eye-catching garden stairs, choose our products. Our hand-selected stone slabs used for garden stairs characterise in two parallel edges and an even surface. These stone slabs are most commonly used as:

- Garden stairs
- Steps in landscape architecture projects
- Benches
- Table tops
- Water cascades
- Window sills

You can choose each slab accordingly to the requirements of your project. The measurements are:

- Width: 35-50cm
- Length: various
- Thickness: 4-10cm
1f. Fencing stone

This product comes in forms of blocks and slates. This type of stone is sold only in a loose form. Due to its highly affordable price it is recommended in large-scale investments.
Dimensions: 12x12cm – 30x30cm
Thickness: max. 15cm
Average weight of each stone: 2-30kg
Uses: Perfect for building stone fences, retaining and decorative walls and other landscape architecture.
**Split slate**

This assortment is hand split and sorted. Selection of stone is carried out according to length, width and thickness of stone. Due to careful and accurate selection, our clients receive the best product that meet their needs and perfectly fit into the house or garden.

Each type of split slate is packed in “Big Bags” (fine and medium stone) – and also on non-returnable pallets with dimensions of 80×120 cm. The height of each packed pallet does not exceed 1 meter and its weight does not exceed 1 ton.

Split slate has been divided into the following products:

- Fine rockery stone
- Medium rockery stone
- Block wall stone
- Slate wall stone
- Paving and path stone
- Elevation/ facade stone
- Large slate slabs
2a. Fine rockery stone

This product is packed in non-returnable “Big Bags”. The slates and blocks have irregular dimensions and edges. This type of stone is commonly used for layered or block walls. Fine rockery stone is also popular in landscape architecture as well as in creating the gabion baskets.

Dimensions: 10×15 cm – 20×20 cm
Thickness: 2-12cm
Weight: max. 10kg
2b. Medium rockery stone

Medium rockery stone has been included in our wide offer in order to enable our clients to create perfect water cascades and rockeries. In our wide assortment of products we have decorative stone, which ideally fits into any project.

Decorative stone in the garden is a modern and popular element of any arrangement. Medium rockery stones are sold as blocks with irregular dimensions and edges – therefore each stone is different and unique. This product is packed in non-returnable “Big Bags”.

Dimensions: 20×20 cm – 100×100 cm
Thickess: 4-50 cm
Weight: max. 40 kg
The above dimensions are approximate.
2c. Block wall stone

Block wall stone comes in blocks in form of cuboids. Due to its interesting shape, it is commonly used in creation of modern or conventional landscape projects. Block wall stone presents perfectly in a long row of irregular stones. This is a perfect choice of stone for fencing walls – either slate or slate and wood combination.

Block wall stone comes in the following dimensions:
- Length: min. 20cm
- Width: 10-25cm
- Thickness: 6-25cm
- Weight: max. 30kg
- Efficiency from 1 ton: 0.6-0.8m³
2d. Slate wall stone

Wall stone comes in a form of irregular shaped slates. This product is often used for building retaining and layered walls as well as decorative stone walls indoors. Wall stone is an ideal choice for the following projects:

- Decorating buildings
- Creating elements in small landscape architecture
- Building walls with high aesthetic levels

This type of stone offered by our quarry assures durability and lifespan due to its high parameters. This product is a great choice for rockeries, creating paths or garden stairs. Moreover, wall stone can be also used for building or decorating retaining and layered walls.

This product is available on non-returnable pallets with the dimensions of 0.8-1.2m.

Dimensions: 10×20 cm – 40×40 cm
Thickness: 2-6cm
Average weight of each stone: max. 15kg
Efficiency from 1 ton: 0.6-0.85 m³
2c. Path/Paving stone

Path stone is a product characterising in its irregular shape. These stone slabs are mainly used for creating beautiful garden paths and pavements. Due to its high parameters and unique color, this product fits perfectly into every garden. This product is not only perfect choice for garden paths, but also it is suitable for driveways. This highly durable stone is natural therefore it is often chosen as an unusual and modern alternative to ordinary paving stone.
Path stone is sold on non-returnable pallets with the following dimensions 0.8×1.2 m
Path stone has the following characteristics:
Dimensions: 20×30 cm – 50×50 cm
Thickness: 4-6 cm
Weight: max. 30 kg
Average efficiency out of 1 ton: 8-9 m²
2f. Elevation stone

Elevation slates are hand-split slabs and slates which characterise in irregular edges and dimensions. For instance, these slates can be used for lying natural stone elevation. If you would like to keep the same style within your entire project, you can also use this stone for fence foundations, fences or even garden sheds.

Elevation slate is also suitable and often chosen for the interiors. This natural elevation stone is a perfect solution for building or decorating fireplaces, terraces and for many other interior or exterior projects.

This product is available on non-returnable pallets with dimensions of 0.8×1.2 m. The following parameters apply for elevation stone:
- Dimensions: 10×10 cm – 40×40 cm
- Thickness: 1-3cm
- Weight: max. 3kg
- Efficiency out of 1 ton: 25-28 m²
2g. Large slate slabs

Large slate slabs are hand-split slabs with irregular edges and dimensions. This product is often used to create footpaths and pavements, cascades and other decorative elements. It is also suitable for driveways, parking or walkways. This stone is hand-selected.

This product has the following characteristics:
Dimensions: 40×40 cm – 80×100 cm
Thickness: 4-10cm
Weight: max. 20kg
Efficiency out of 1 ton: 7-8 m²
**Cut slate**

Cut slate characterises in minimum one to maximum four cut edges – depending on specific product. This product perfectly fits into modern exterior and interior arrangements. Cut slate comes in different dimensions and thicknesses. It is available on non-returnable pallets (80×120 cm) and “Big Bags” (one-edge cut slate and randoms).

Assortment of cut slate includes:

- One-edge cut slate
- Randoms
- Four-edge elevation cut slate
- Four-edge path cut slate
- Elevation cut slate EKO
- Cut slate brick
3a. One-edge cut slate

One-edge cut slate is available in forms of slates. One edge of this slate is cut in order to enable simple building – this feature also ensures that the slate smoothly fits into the wall. The rest of the edges are irregular. One-edge cut slate is often used in building layered and retaining walls. Moreover, it is also suitable in creating fire places and garden barbecues. This product is also used in many other projects; inside and outside the house along with landscape architecture. This product is sold in non-returnable “Big Bags”.

Length: 10 cm – max. 100 cm
Width: 2 cm – max 10 cm
Thickness: 2 cm – max. 6 cm
Efficiency out of 1 ton: 9 m²
3b. Randoms

Randoms are classified as assorted stone with undefined standard dimensions. This is a byproduct which is manufactured during the production of other types of slate. This can be used in landscape architecture projects but it is also commonly used in covering the walls, fireplaces, rockeries and water cascades.
Efficiency out of 1 ton of this product is 0.8 m³
This product is sold in non-returnable “Big Bags”.
3c. Four edge cut elevation stone

Elevation cut stone is available in form of slates. This is product ensures the perfect finish to exterior and interior elevations. This item characterises in four perpendicular cut edges which enables its simple handling. It is an interesting alternative to ceramic slates or ordinary slates, its natural appearance contributes to modern and stylish look of any building.

The availability of various widths and lengths enables creation of diverse mosaics, which create unique aesthetic qualities. Elevation cut stone is often used in variety of projects:

- Wall bases
- Fireplaces
- Decorative elements, exteriors and interiors

This product is sold on non-returnable pallets (0.8×1.2 m). This product is also available in several variants.

Length: 20 cm, 30cm, 40cm
Width: 8 cm, 10 cm, 12 cm
Thickness:
min. 1 cm – max. 3 cm

Efficiency out of 1 ton: 15-16 m²
3d. Four edge cut path stone

This product is available in form of slabs. Due to its high durability and texture, it is an ideal choice for paths, pavements, terraces and driveways. This product characterises in four perpendicular cut edges, this feature enables simple handling and managing the patterns. Path slate is a great alternative to ordinary sett. The most common uses of this product are:

- Paving
- Walking paths
- Car parks
- Driveways

Classified as decorative stone, four edge cut path stone is also often used in landscape architecture due to its functionality and aesthetic qualities. This product is sold on non-returnable pallets (0.8×1.2 m) and it is available in the following dimensions:

- Width: 20, 30 cm
- Thickness: 4-8 cm
- Length 20, 30, 40 cm
- Efficiency out of 1 ton: 5-6 m²
3e. Elevation stone EKO

Elevation stone EKO is available in form of ‘broken slate effect’. This product comes in various shapes and it characterises in both types of edges: cut and split thus giving it unique features and character. Due to these unique attributes, elevation stone EKO has a wide use in gardens but also in finishing interiors. This product is durable and resistant therefore it can be a perfect choice in variety of projects:

- Walls
- Building elevation
- Fences
- Garden barbecues
- Terraces
- Fireplaces

This product is sold on non-returnable pallets (0.8×1.2 m) and it is available in the following dimensions:

- Thickness: 1-3 cm
- Width: 8, 10, 12, 15 cm
- Efficiency out of 1 ton: 15-16 m²
3f. Cut Slate Brick

Cut slate brick is produced in a form of stone bricks which have the width of 8 or 10 cm and various lengths. This product characterises in two hand split surfaces and four cut sides. Due to these features, slate brick is suitable for brick laying, creating smooth wall surfaces. This product is also an ideal solution in garden projects, elevation and interior finishing. This stone is sold on non-returnable pallets (0.8m x 1.2m) and it is available in the following dimensions:
- width: 8cm or 10cm
- thickness: 4 - 8cm
- length: 20cm, 30cm, 40cm
- efficiency (1 ton): approx. 4m² - 5m² wall surface.

Due to its durability and high resistance to atmospheric conditions, this stone is a great choice for:
- walls, elevation
- stone fences
- curbs
- garden grills
- flower-beds
**Waterjet cut patterns**

We are pleased to inform that our quarry now offers new products - waterjet cut patterns in our slate. Every design is individually created, depending on individual ideas and other requirements of customers. Waterjet cut patterns are available in stone from 1cm to 6cm thick. For instance: four edge cut elevation stone; split slate and also path stone.

Examples of uses include:
- decorative elements in ordinary elevation stone (stone incrustation)
- decorative elements in standard path/paving stone
- waterjet cut letters suitable for attaching to various surfaces (house numbers; business and hotels names; graphic symbols; logos etc.)
- garden decorations (stone butterflies; birds; flowers; lizards etc.)
- unusual elevation slate patterns (dovetail joint; trapezium etc.)

Prices for every project are estimated individually.